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This spring, Courtyard Bistro announces the launch of it’s Afternoon Tea in collaboration with Petardtime
Decoration, a boutique design & art shop in Beijing, taking the high tea ritual and traditions to the next level.
From seasonal specialties, created with skill and precision by a dedicated team of chefs, to charming and
selective Tea’s, The Courtyard Bistro Afternoon Tea combines Tradition and Culture with a modern English
twist.

Inspired by classic and prestige culture, our Afternoon Tea package includes a selection of savory finger
sandwiches, sweet pastries, homemade fruit tarts and traditional English scones with fresh cream,
strawberry and blueberry jam. The comprehensive medley of British Black Tea (or your choice of selective
tea’s) and freshly brewed coffee are the perfect accompaniments.
Spend your fresh spring afternoons in the Courtyard Bistro together with your friends and loved ones and
enjoy a magnificent setting with elegant, welcoming service, transforming a traditional tea experience into a
great value indulgent treat for everyone.
Afternoon Tea is available daily between 14:00 to 17:00 at RMB168 per person and RMB298 for two
persons. Guests can call +86 10 5169 2222 or email reservation@rwghotel.com for reservations.

- End -

Courtyard Bistro
The Bistro’s tranquil and peaceful setting truly is an oasis of calm in the very heart of China’s capital!
Located inside the award-winning Red Wall Garden Hotel, the restaurant serves great value dishes that are
inspired by the eight main culinary areas in China - a special section of the menu is dedicated to “Beijing
Street Food” which is served snack-style or as an appetizer. As is customary in China, the dishes are
enjoyed best “family style” and can be shared, so patrons have the chance to experience a variety of tastes
and embark on a journey through Chinese cuisine. The very popular noodle kitchen is an open kitchen set in
the courtyard where diners can watch the chefs preparing daily noodle specials and dumplings.
Red Wall Garden Hotel – Home of the Courtyard Bistro
Opened in August, 2010, The Red Wall Garden Hotel is an oasis of tranquility in the very heart of the vibrant
city of Beijing. It is located in Shijia Hutong, one of the city’s most historic neighborhoods. Multiple accolade
winner of the prestigious That’s Beijing - "Best Boutique Hotel", TripAdvisor - "Travelers Award of
Excellence" and Expedia - "Insider’s Select", the hotel sets a new standard of a True Boutique Hotel
Experience. The “Red Wall Garden Boutique Hotel Experience" emotionally connects our guests with the
intense historical, cultural and artistic life of authentic and historic Beijing.
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For Bookings: RSVP by phone or walk-in to inquire
Address: No.41, Shijia Hutong, Dongcheng District, Beijing,100010
Telephone: +86 10 5169 2222
Business Hours: 11:30am-23:00pm
Email: sales@rwghotel.com
Website: www.redwallgardenhotel.com

